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ABSTRACT 
It 1• the purpoae ot tbla •~dJ" ot Henry 1 ... a•a 
novel Wb.a~, ~-"t~&tt .&l:~lf. ( 1897) 1so &Talua,e ·t;be evidence 
leading to a reliable answer to the queation that 1 ... a 
poaea 1n the titlet namely, wb.etb.er1 b,. the end or the 
novel, Maiaie has retained her innocent cbaracter oP baa 
i.ecome ooprupted b7 the behavior of' the adults who oomprlae 
Iler •tin world. I baae tb.1• study on three technical. 
element• or the novels a1'l'Uctw-e, imagery. and point ot 
view. 
Baaed on the evidence to ronov, I conclude that n• 
definitive app~aisal or her character can be made and 
f'ulttthermore,; that this situation is brought aboul by a 
del1bettate ambiguity on the part of the author. 
tmlb1gu1ty 1a manirested not only in the situation.a 1n 
• 
wb.1ch larae1 plaoea Ma1a1e but also in his handling or the 
three element• mentioned aboYe, not tb.e least important or 
which 1e Jamea•s uae or a narrator, OP friend of the reader, 
who p!"ovidea an additional d1111na1on •o the a\oPy which tn• 
· ••ader must evaluate. 
Mader in doubt about Maiaie to tne v•17 end•·• ,ao•cna1bl7 
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ABSTRACT 
It is the purpose of this study of Henry James 1 s 
novel What Maisie Knew (1897) to evaluate the evidence 
leading to a reliable answer to the question that James 
poses in the title: namely, whether, by the end of the 
novel, Maisie has retained her innocent character or has 
become corrupted by the behavior of the adults who comnrise 
her entire world. I base this study on three tecbnicsl 
elements of the novel: structure, imagery, and point or 
view. 
Based on the evidence to follow, I conclude that no 
d~rinitive appraisal of her character can be made and 
rurthermore, that this situation is brought about by a 
deliberate ambiguity on the part or the author. This 
ambiguity is manirested not only in the situations in 
which James places Maisie but also in his handling of the 
th~ee elements mentioned above, not the least important of 
which is James's use or a narrator, or friend of the reader, 
who provides an additional dimension to the story which the 
reader must evaluate. 
The e:r:rect or the novel, then, is really to keep the 
reader in doubt about Maisie to the very end--a thoroughly 
provocative experience. 
1 
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Introduction 
Since the publication in 1897 of Henry James 1 s novel 
What Maisie Knew, scholars and critics have turned their 
attention to what is ultimately the most important aspect 
or the work: namely, as that most intriguing of titles 
leads one to speculate on, exactly what it is that }:ais ie 
has, by the close of the novel, learned about herself and 
her world, and how -she us es that knowledge to meet the 
situation in which she rinally finds herselr. Since the 
title leaves the question of' Maisie's innocence or corruption 
open, as does in my opinion the novel itself, there is 
much ground .for debate. Consistently, published opinions 
concerning Maisie's character as it emerges at the end of 
the novel cover a wide spectrum from snow 1w-1hi te to coal 
black, as well as every conceivable aha.de in bet 1.-ieen. 
In general, those critics providing the most in1lexible 
interpretations or Maisie's character have had, in order to 
prove their theses, to introduce elements into the story 
that are incompatible with it, whereas those who hold to a 
middle ground have come closest to the essenti&l substance 
of the novel. No one contests that, as the story opens, 
Maisie's mind is that or an innocent six-year-old girl and 
th~t the general movement or the novel is towards the 
development or that mind as it is influenced by the event• 
2 
it perceives. The point of disagreement, of course, lies 
with the point in her development at which the novel ends: 
How much has Maisie learned? How emotionally mature has 
she become? How calculating? How selfish? How pure? How 
innocent? Ultimately, just what has happened to Maisie in 
the course of the novel? 
The whole problem racing careful readers lies in the 
skill with which James relates even ts seen through I·~ais ie 1 a 
consciousness while depending at the same time on the 
maturity of the reader to understand what Maisie merely 
3 
sees. In fact, the greater understanding on the reader's 
part required to ''see through'' }1aisie 1 s actions and reactions 
I 
must also be extended to the gover)ness, 11rs. Wix, whose role 
it is to supply a more mature dimension to t·1aisie' s adoles-
cent perceptions. Even in the person of Mrso however, 
James has not let the reader orf easily. One must not take 
her observations and evaluations a.t face value, in partici.:lnr 
those concerning her own motives in wishing to take chnrr-,~. of 
, ' Maisie and her reasons ror suggesting a menage~ trois for 
herselr, her charge, and Sir Claude. 
It is the point of' view that James employs in reporting 
events as seen through Maisie's eyes and describing them in 
her simple vocabulary while, at the same time, depending on 
the perception and maturity of the more objec~;ivc:, more 
mature and experienced reader to sort out the real facts 
for himself, that poses the difficulty and must, then, supply 
,J 
I 
' 
I 
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the answer to the problem at hand. James has depended on 
.. dirrerence in verbal concepts to achieve the delicate 
balance between what Maisie knows and what the reader 
understands. As James writes in his Preface to the New 
York Edition of What Maisie Knew, published in 1go:'J., 
Small children have many more perc.epti -r-..s than 
they have terms to translate the1n; their vis1_c)n 
4 
is at any moment much richer, their apprehension 
even constantly stronger, than their prompt, their 
·..1at all producible, vocabulary. Amusing, therefore, 
a.s. it might at the first blush have seemed to 
restrict myself in this case to the terms as 
well as to the experience, it became at once plain 
that such an attempt would fail. }1ais ie' s terms 
accordingly play their part--since her simpler 
conclusions quite depend on them; but our own 
commentary constantly attends and amplifies. Tbis 
is it that on occasion, doubtless, seems to 
represent us as going so "behind" the facts or 
her spectacle as to exaggerate the activity of her 
relation to them. The difference here is but of a 
shade: it is her relation, her activity of spirit, 
that determines all our own concern--\"1e s imr l--;· take 
advantage of these things better than she 
Only, even though it is her interest that 
• <-
makes matters interesting .for us, we inevitably 
:.-.: 
1 •~ 
•\ 
5 
note this in figures that are not yet at her 
command and that are nevertheless required when-
ever those aspects about her and those parts of her 
experience that she understands darken off into 
others that she rather tormentedly misses.l 
Since Jame§ has taken such painstaking care in his use 
or Maisie 1 s consciousness as the vantage point frc1m ·l..;h:..ch 
he relates the events of the story, it seems an inesc[l"t:)8.ble 
·conclusion that one must, in considering the problem of 
Maisie's character as it has developed by the end of the 
novel, take into careful consideration what Maisie's concepts \ 
of the terms James has chosen for her can be in the light of 
the situations and experiences she has been exposed to in the 
seven years of her life the novel spans. To ignore this most 
important aspect of the work would be to accuse the author of 
inconsistency and carelessness. Consistency demancls that, 
though Maisie uses language familiar to her through her 
association exclusively with adults, she understands these 
terms only insofar as her age, circumstances, and meager 
education permit. For her, as yet, the concept--the total 
adult meaning or terms she uses to describe events and to 
express her feelings (terms by which many critics have·tried 
·to prove that Maisie was corrupted)--is circumscribed by tbe 
limits of her short, neglected existence. 
Cohs!st~nt with James's expectation that the reader will 
understand a good deal more than Maisie doea about the events 
------------~~~~-
.. •.--cr·;,•,v·-~<c-7""·,· ~------------'. ~~,:,:,0~1'3".,_s: ""' ,, -· ___ ,, __________ -----·-------·--~-.-~ ~-.--~---,--....,_ .......... _,__~-·-·-----
of her world is his expectation that the reader will 
understand as well the difference between Maisie's concept 
o~ the terms and phrases she uses and his own. 
6 
It is the purpose of this thesis to examine the evidence 
I 
for Maisie's corruption or in~ocence by studying her 
~ 
phraseology in the light or her experience. It is my 
opinion that only in this way may a valid evaluati(::an be 
made of just what has happened to Maisie in the course or 
the novel. 
A logical starting point is an examination of the wide 
range of published opinion by some of those scholars whose 
views are diametrically opposed yet at the same time 
substantially documented. It is interesting to analyze 
the evidence upon which these critics have based their 
interpretations, particularly those who seem the most 
absolute in their judgments concerning }1ais ie ts corr',1ption 
or innocence--interesting because James's deliberate 
subtlety, it seems to me, precludes any such dogmatism. 
I shall proceed with a discussion based on the structure 
or the novel as it concerns Maisie•s emergence from a 
helplessly passive ,child upon whom people and events act to 
a more mature young girl whose own will and character have, 
by the end or the novel, developed to the point where she 
is able to act independently by making an impc,rtant choice 
based on her own evolved sense of herself. 
Tb.e :following section will be a comparison between 
I\ • ; •• 
- ... . ' 
\ 
1 
Maisie's limited comprehension or the implications of her own 
phraseology that are plausible for a girl of her age and 
experience with the perceptions of the reader, t'rom whom 
James naturally expects a vastly more mature and worldly 
understanding. As mentioned earlier, this must, be the 
yardstick by which the matter of Maisie's innocence or 
corruption can ultim~tely be measured. 
~ 
At the conclusion of the novel, Maisie has neither 
remained completely innocent nor become completely corrupted, 
bu.t rather has emerged as an individual, surely not untouched 
by the atmosphere and influences of her environment yet with 
a burgeoning sense of perspective. Her native intelligence 
and perception, as well as her capacity for lovir1g, hr1ve 
enabled her to maintain a sense of' loyalty and rc.,.....,rr. 0 ~-t~n _.I i. I _,, ..._) (_ ·~ "-,,) 1"..j -- \-~ J.. I 
through the vicissitudes of her lif'e. Her '' un de re: ..... ar: .-~ 1 ... - r,.. '' ..::i l,, ' .... J ~ ~ ~ ~. of 
the adult world in which she lives has become translt1cer:t but 
not yet transparent. Though she is not aware of the full 
impact oi the behavior of the adults around her, she has 
begun to make a kind of order for herself out of what was 
at the beginning or the novel an appalling emotional chaos. 
Indeed her most strenuous e:ff'orts have been spent in trying 
to find reasons for what was happening to her. When she waa 
younger her e:f:forts to make sense out of' these c~·v·ents ~.-,ere 
.motivated by an unconscious desire to put those arc;',1n. -: ner 
in a\flattering light. Later, however, in the precess of 
growing up., s,he begins to see people and events in their 
' 
/ 
·• 
• 
.. 
,. 
~- .. 
proper perspective, thus making her own order--an important 
step in the process or maturing. 
• 
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II 
A Survey or Critical Opinion 
The question of Maisie's ultimate corruption or 
innocence has elicited every conceivable type of theory, 
and after examining them, one cannot help agreeing with 
Muriel Shine that '' 
• • • some or the critical pronouncements 
on What Maisie Knew have been surprising. The novel, and 
more specifically its heroine, has occasioned such a variety 
of explications that one is often tempted to analyze the 
critics rather than the character."1 
Tempting as this analysis might be, especially in 
connection with those critics who seem to have stepped 
outside the bounds of credibility, I have, in the interests 
of relevancy and brevity, classified what I consider to be 
the most responsible opinions into three general groups: 
those who believe that Maisie remains uncorrupted at the end 
of the novel; those who believe that she has became corrupted; 
and those who believe that the degree or Maisie's innccence 
or corruption cannot really be determined with any certair:ty. 
It is interesting to note that of the thirty critics that 
seem to me worthy of study, twenty-one subscribe to the 
f~rst theory. It is interesting also to note that these 
twenty-one opinions, some of which, like Pelham Edgar's2, I l ,· 
date back to 1927, include many contempcrary critical 
opinions published in the late nineteen-sixties. This is an 
9 
.. ' 
I 
· I 
\ ' 
I 
•I 
important point since ~ne realistically may assume that 
contemporary critics might disagree with their earlier 
counterparts, who were much less apt to go nbelow the sur-
face" of a fictional work and search out eni~matic psycho-
logical implications. Though the kind of subs'Can.tiatir1ft 
evidence of'fered by earlier and later critics vRrif:: .·, t:he 
conclusions a.re generally the same. In each of~ the other 
two categories, available opinions spanned the nineteen-
rifties to mid-sixties. 
10 
In comparing What Maisie Knew and The Turn of the Screw 
in te11ns o.f appearance and reality, 1'~1arius Be,..iley states 
unequivocally that "Maisie's innocence remeins uncontaminated 
throughout. 11 
"Wh t 11 ~ • • a 1·.:. a 1. s i e He writes f'urther: Kr .. ew nres enta ... 
us with a world of horror, but the essence of that horror 
consists in the way we are able to isolate the grc·,-::c=~·,:.·-~~~c~rLess. 
of moral evil as it caricatures and distorts human F-tctic:n 
.and motive--to isolate it through the innocent eyes of a 
little girl whose vision is not sufficiently dulled by 
conventional experience to absorb the singularity of the 
irregular world in which she lives. 11 3 Fifteen years later, 
F. R. Leavis took issue with Bewley on just what the essence 
of the novel is, although he agreed abo1-1t 0'1aisie 1 s innocence. 
Ward S. Worden discusses the differences between the cut 
and uncut versions of' Maisie, in which he brings forth an 
important piece of' evidence concerning Maisie 1 s cha.rac: :er--
1 tb.at o:f the image of the gilded Virgin atop tb.e cathedral in 
' 
;' , 
Boulogne (an image used as often by those wishing to prove 
Maisie's corruption as 1 by those wishing to prove her 
innocence): '' ••• the image is present and referred to 
11 
in the outdoor scenes in which Mrs. Wix and }1ais ie carry on 
their debates. Maisie herself brings it into her last appeal 
to Sir Claude. In these positions it seems to emohnsi7e the 
unworldly quality of Maisie's purity and kno\-Jlecif~e, 11nci 0:1r~ 
sacririce that she, unlike all the adults, finds the strength 
to make. ,,4 
James W. Gargano bases his belier in Maisie's innocence 
,, 
Maisie must 'for the 
primarily on James's Preface: 
• • • 
satisfaction or the mind' be 'saved.''' 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
''That Maisie's exposure to infection· does not le ad to 
paralysis, stasis, or corruption is apparent if the novel's 
basically simple rocus, by no means simply achieved by the 
'' 
artist, is recognized •• • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
''Maisie wrests from the urgency of each of' her predicaments a 
moral vision or a moral imperative." 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
''In asking no less than heroism from him [Sir Cla1i(ie - , she 
I becomes herself heroic. • • • No wonder she 
_experienced •something deeper than a moral sense.r"5 
In the Notes to Chapter Three of his study Henri James 
and the Dramatic Analogy, Joseph Wiesenfarth provides an 
• 
- .. - -- --- -. . .. ' 
•... ,...,,.~,~~~-· --- :.-..~----... -----· ·---------··-- ----~~-·- ----~~~--~------- ---- -· . -
:, 
... 
. , 
,; 
• 
interesting analysis of some of the critical "battles" that 
have been waged concerning Maisie's character, and inserts 
12 
his own comment: ''Thus, to make Maisie out, at the end of 
the novel, 1 as mature as Mrs. Beale,' as Cargill (referred to 
be1ow] does, seems to me to run in the face of James's 
announced intention [referring to James' s Prr:;7'r1ce·1, and even 
worse to destroy much of the novel 1 s meaning ar1ci \,,one, "whtch 
depend so largely on Maisie 1 s becoming the opposite of what 
Mrs. Beale, Sir Claude and the Faranges stand for. There is 
good reason, then, to see the process of Maisie's maturity in 
·Le a larger ·context than the one that sex alone provides for. ,,6 
As mentioned earlier in the chapter, F. R. Leavis 
criticizes some or Marius Bewley's opinions of the novel. 
While Leavis agrees that Maisie nrepresents a positive 
concept of goodness 
• • • , 
11 he disagrees i..iith ~3ewley (who 
f-eels that Maisie deals primarily with the subject ot~ evil) 
by. asserting that ''the tone and mode of What 
this is what one haa to insist on--are those of an extra-
ordinarily high-spirited comedy. The comedy doesn't exclude 
pathos, that is true; • n He defines his special use • • • 
of comedy as he applies it in this instance by saying, ''What 
we are given is comedy: where adulterous relations are 
concerned, the comedy of' 1 history repeatinp itself.'" 
• • • 
l 
"In its central aspect, it is the comedy of a child's 
"'innocence. ,,7 
Joseph A. Hynes, in "The Middle Way of Miss Farange," 
,,. 
-·- ~.: ·'<!,-.. "'11:"l.... :r,; 
13 
refers to Maisie's course of action rather than to the matter 
of her innocence or lack of it. Mr. Hynes, however, is quite 
clear on the latter point: "Whatever ~1ais ie knows, she b.as 
no knowledge of this facl1l ty [Mrs. \\Tix 1 s version of the 'moral 
sense'] so un''justly taken for granted; and her ignorance of 
this faculty, or at least of what Mrs. Wix in her well-
intentioned fundamentalist way means by this f'ac·ll ty and 
the conduct to be controlled by it, is a sure sign of her 
retained childhood and innocence. ,,8 
Tony Tanner claims also that Maisie remains uncorrupted: 
tt there is a definite pathos in her innocence which, 
• • • 
because or her situation, is 1 an innocence saturated with 
knowledge and so directed to diplomacy.• Yet she is un-
spoiled by knowledge, and none of the surrounding badness 
rubs of:f on her. ,,9 
s. Gorley Putt agrees with F. R. Leavis's evaluation of 
what has happened to Maisie at the end of the novel, and ~akes 
exception to Cargill 1 s views. Putt, along with others, ~eels 
th t th t th ti li i J t p 1~ 10 
a. e answer o e ques on es n arnes s re ace. 
~Finally, Leon Edel makes an original observation 
concerning Maisie 1 s innocence: 
Maisie is a careful presentation of the Henry James 
of the late autobiography, A Small Box and Others: 
she possesses his curiosity, she is engaged in a 
systematic study of her elders, she sea~cti.es 
determinedly for her identity amid her absent and 
l.. 
14 
estranged parents and governesses •••• Maisie 
is not 'real, 1 her precocity partakes or James'a 
boyish precocity. James endo1,.,e d her with his own 
resistance to 11 the assaults of .. '' experience by 
having ''simply to wonder,u and so the 
integrity of her years. He gives her his own 
''undestroyed freshness." Her "vivacity of 
fntelligence" and her "small vd.brations" are 
those o:f a story-teller in tb.e making. She might 
have been ''rather coarsened, blurred, sterilised, 
by ignorance and pain. 11 Art saves her and protects 
her innocence, as it had saved Henry; art and the 
ability he acquired to ''convert, con,1ert, ' ti C O r .. "' e .,. .. .,... • 
.,r ~ ~ • • V ) 
raw experience was always convertible into 'the st.\1ff 
of poetry •••• In his late preface he des~r:~es 
the ''exquisite interest'' he found in his st,1dy of 
this little girl, for in reality she is a study of 
himself; unwittingly he has treated her as a kind 
of psychological "case histor:y·. '' 
• • • Little 
Maisie among her variegated parents is but another 
version or the slightly older Henry among 
variegated governesses. 11 
At the other end o:f the spectrum of opinion also can be 
:round impressive evidence supporting the theory of ?-!aisle~ 1 s 
ultimate corruption. Harris W. Wilson claims that "the theme 
ot: What Maisie Knew is, I submit, the violation o:f innocence; 
~ 
·,~· 
-----------~--~·-~ 
·-v 
:1 
, 
in particular, the corruption of a child, to add the final 
turn of the screw, by her own parents." He writes more 
explicitly: "What Maisie saw was Sir Claude' a sexual 
promiscuity, 'his weakness,' and the secret she discovered 
in Boulogne was that to win him for herself and Mrs. Wix, 
she must do battle with her stepmother in terms of that 
weakness. Her greatest asset opposed to Mrs. Bealets lush 
worldliness is her virginity, and that she is prepared to 
offer. ''12 
Perhaps the best-known criticism of the novel to be 
written by a scholar supporting the theory of Maisie's 
' ultimate corruption is to be round in Oscar Cargill's The 
Novels of Henry James, in which he devotes eighteen pages 
to What Maisie Knew. He has done an excellent job of 
w:eaving together most of the important existing criticism 
15 
on the subject of Maisie's development, but he defi~i~ely 
a.ides with those scholars who believe that Maisie lcses her 
innocence: ''It is to her [Maisie's] cynical sophisticaticn. 
with its strange base in innocence, that James indubitably 
rerers in his Preface, when he writes of the end of the book 
as 'the death of her childhood.' Endowed with quick per-
ceptions, so that, in the beginn:ng, she understood 'much 
more than any little girl, however patient, has perhaps ever 
1.mderstood be.fore, I she is as mature as Mrs. 3 e r, l 1-::. <':1" _.._ ·-· ~i.J n r_~ n she 
quits her stepmother. '' It is difficult to ci. ' ~ un ers0an::1 
Cargill 1 s assurance in stating what James "indubitably" waa 
,. 
--------------~ 
; 
'! 
i" 1' ,, 
·I 
d 
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·1 
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_ referring to in his Preface when he mentioned the death of 
Maisie 1 s childhood. Furthermore, since Cargill does cite 
the Preface as corroboration of his own claim, how can he 
ignore other passages in the Preface which definitely would 
disprove it? I refer to such passages as the following: 
For the satisraction of the mind, the 
expanding consciousness would have to be saved 
• • • (7); 
16 
. . . ·• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • my interesting small mortal would thus be 
• • • really keeping the torch or virtue alive in 
an air tending infinitely to smother it; really, 
in short, making confusion worse confounded by 
drawing some stray fragrance of an ideal across tne 
scent of selfishness, by sowing on barren strands, 
through the mere fact of presence, the seed of the 
moral lif'e (8); 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
••• she has the wonderful importance of shedding 
a light far beyond any reach of her comprehension; 
of tending to poorer persons and things, by the 
mere fact of their being involved with her and by 
the special scale she creates for them, a precious ! 
element or dignity. (11-12) 
Cargill feels other evidence proving Maisie's ultimate 
corruption includes the manner in which James has used the 
\. 
\ 
. 
J 
., 
image or the gold Virgin. He is one o~ those critics who 
feel that, since Maisie said she would wait for Sir Claude 
on the bench. ''where you can see the gold Virgin, '1 she was, 
in effect, advertising her virginity. 13 
17 
In a discussion of the Ja.mesian heroine, Naomi Lebowitz 
touches brierly but categorically on the subject of 
becomes of Maisie. She writes that "the moral sense which 
rlourishes so prematurely in Maisie interfuses her sense of 
true relationship. (The corruption in terms of her own 
desire :ror manipulation at the end of the novel 1s a regular 
part of' the growth process in the Jamesian heroine, though it 
is not always so explicitly sketched.)" 14 
John c. McCloskey states unequivocally that ''the s,un of 
what Maisie knows is ••• the cumulative 
lire which marks her indelibly at last as 
o.f r""er 
She has 
achieved a. self-awareness which is essentially a sel fis ~:-_css 
and a hardness. What she knows, at the end, is what she 
wants.'' ·He ends his article with the following statement: 
"And so· the process of Maisie 1 s knowledge is an ironic one. 
It culminates in the ascendance of her ego, untrained, 
unrestrained, ill-formed, and ethically illiterate, an ego 
th.at will satis:fy itselr even at the cost of what it regards 
as everything."15 Though the article makes an e.ffeC'.tive caae. 
this .final statement is somewhat ambiguous, since s.n ego, by 
definition a mediating factor between one's primitive :1r: -r,.res 
and the demands of society, cannot ''satisfy itself even at 
·1 
I· 
the cost of what it regards as everything" because it is 
guided and acts in accordance with "what 1 t regards as 
everything.'' This ambiguity would not exist h.ad McCloskey 
used in place of ego the term id, that :p3.rt of the psyche 
that is dominated by the pleasure principle and impulsive 
wishing. r 
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In the final category, in which I have placed the 
opinions or those critics who believe that Maisie's innocence 
or lack o:r it cannot really be established with an;r 
certainty, can be round several excellent articles, four of 
which I have selected to review briefly. In an article 
describing her method o:f teaching \vha t r1ais ie Knew to 
freshman English students, Adele Brebner e.:{pl.ains her 
approach to the novel: "The question they were to ask 
themselves. was 'What does Maisie know?' It seemed a 
legitimate teaching device to leave them to find out later 
that James I s most cherished aim and bril1. iant accomplishment 
was to make that question unanswerable. " 16 
Two articles_ by Edward Wasiolek are valuable. In the 
first article published, the author observes that "Maisie 1& 
neither 'pure' nor 'corrupt.' Neither exnlanation does ~ 
·justice to ~ames's sensitive reflection in his ~orks of the 
subtle mutations of' character and o:f complex int,:r .. "1··~t~.c)n of 4 . . 
person and situation. If' we must use terms like 'nt1r'r~ 1 and, ~ 
'corrupt,' Maisie is at the end of the novel in a very 
special sense both; and at every point in the novel she ia 
• 
subtly distinct in moral coloration."1 7 A few months 
later, in the second article titled ttTolstoy's 1 The Death. 
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or Ivan Ilyich' and Jamesian Fictional Imperatives,'' Was1olek 
elaborates on the points made in his earlier one: 
Maisie is one kind of person at the beginning of 
the novel, another kind at the end, and something 
subtly distinct in all the dramatic s:Lt,_1ations 
that intervene. The dependence of the meaninrz of 
''"-) 
her character on changing dramatic situations 
explains, I believe, the sharply divergent inter-
pretations or her that have been published. She is 
neither a case or childhood purity triuphing over 
a corrupt environment nor a victim of her environ-
ment, passively submitting to the corrupt moral air 
she breathes. The first alternative is frankly 
11nrealistic for James in the dis j 1~1nc, tion it~ ~tmDlies 
between situation and character; the second is too 
coarse in its formulation of the change. The 
trouble lies in the attempts to formulate too 
definitively the essence of Maisie's character. 
Maisie is simply not rinished. 18 
Sister Corona Sharp has published an excellent work, The 
"Confidante'' in Henry James: Evolution and Moral Value of a 
--Fictive Character (1963), in which, of course, she dwells 
mainly on the character or Mrs. Wix in her discussion of 
Wh.at Maisie Knew. However, she makes tb.e point that Maisie, 
• 
:, 
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spurred on by Mrs. Wix to think o:r Mrs. Beale as a rival, 
ofrers herself to Sir Claude as a third rival (the second 
being Mrs. Wix, whom Sister Corona Sharp sees as being "as 
much a potential corrupter or the child as anyone else"). 
However, as the author points out that "whether she [Maisie] 
loves Sir Claude only as a daughter or as a potential lover 
is not entirely clear. This ambiguity resembles some of the 
other unsolved mysteries in Jamesian novels •••• 
less, the exclusiveness or Maisie's attachment to Sir 
proves its seriousness; and her deliberate bargainlnp-
Nonethe-
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him, as well as her awareness or his weakness, show her own 
maturity. ,,l9 
Bruce R. McElderry, Jr., agrees that Maisie sees Mrs. 
Beale as a rival; however, he does not even hint that Maisie 
sees her as a sexual rival. His comment on the development 
of Maisie's character is succinct: "What did l-iaisie know? 
James I s failure to give a clear answer to this c1-.1estlon is, 
paradoxically, the essential success of the novel. 
Maisie, a child exposed to a torrent of adult experience, 
would 1 lrn.ow 1 much more than she would understand. '120 
Sallie Sears points out that, though the story is told 
rrom the vantage point or Maisie's consciousness, she is not 
the narrator. She observes that "the narrator's attitude 
· (though he comments directly very selciom and even then his 
comments may be at variance with other inferable stances he • 
has taken) toward the major characters and their sexual 
.. 
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vagaries is worldly, amused, sophisticated, and totally 
unshocked: quite a different stance from that suggested by 
the language in James 1 s Preface." rrhe material of the story, 
thus rerracted through the media of more than one conscious-
. ness, allows the reader to encounter oppos irg 
adjudicated views of' the characters onl~r "a.s -C(JS~;~Lt1 le ways 
of understanding and judging what has happened. Bt1t cn:-v 
.. 
possible ways: they never leave the realm of potent1-aJ.:t"'t• . 
' They become hypothetical models. The fact that thev are not t.. 
resolved means there is always something open-ended about 
them: [and in connection with Mrs. Wix's and Sir Claude's 
opposing views on what has become of :tviaisie' s "moral sense''] 
either might be valid. Conversely, either might not be 
valid. The technique thus both raises the poss i1-:·: l i ty of' 
and calls into question the validity of both points of 
view." Miss Sears points out that it is quite 
to determine any :Cinal attitude to take toward M8 is ie, 
though she does, in a rootnoted resume of the novel, write 
that ''it is not to be moral that Maisie wants in the end but 
to live alone with Sir Claude.'121 
As may be observed, I have chosen to present in all 
three categories the views of those critics who base their 
opinio1'
1
S of Maisie on evidence to be foun -1 :i.r~ the r~ove 1 \ 
~itself', as well as in Jam.es' s Preface, rather thnr£ ~~c })resent 
the opinions or other critics who go beyond the text to 
substantiate their theories. The only exception I have made 
,' 
is Leon Edel., whose knowledge of' James is so extensive and 
whose observations on the novel are so interesting and 
original that I f'elt compelled to include his comments. 
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From the f'oregoing., one may conclude that the scope of 
opinion concerning Maisie's character as it has developed by 
the end of' the novel is extensive. Since, as noted earlier, 
it is my opinion that the question of' what Maisie has 
must be left open., I must count myself' among those in the 
third group mentioned above for reasons I will endeavor to 
:e:Xp.lain in the f'ollowing chapters. 
.  
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Structure 
In order to come to any valid conclusion concerning 
.... characterization when dealing with as comn.1e.x an author as 
James, one must make a close analysis of tech.r.ical asncr:ts 
of a work, particularly so in one such as Maisie, in which 
structure, imagery, and point of view play extremel:: in:rcr-
tant roles. In What Maisie Knew, these elements see~ to 
some to be more noteworthy than the story itself. For 
example, in criticizing the repetitive structure of the 
novel, Maxwell Geismar observes that the "Jamesian duplica-
tion [of new parents with accompanying new conflicts] 
• • • 
reduces the central feeling of the play-novel almost to the 
level of a stage farce rather than a serious or tragic 
chronicle."1 Joseph Warren Beach criticizes James 1 s use of 
point of' view as simply a tour de :force a.nd claim~3 . . . n tn[tt we 
have adequately rendered in Maisie neither a story nor 
contrast with Edel] a serious subjective experience."2 
·· in 
... 
Whatever subjective judgment one makes of the merits or 
defects in James's use of these elements, one must examine 
them objectively in order to arrive at any conclusion regard-
ing Maisie's character as realized at the close of the novel. 
As a prelude to an examination of James 1 s use of 
structure, imagery, and point of view, I include a brief 
resume or the plot. The novel spans the seven years or 
23 
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Maisie's life from six to thirteen. She is the child of Ida 
and Beale Farange, who are divorced, and between whom she 
divides her time. Both make Maisie the unwitting messenger 
of their bitterness towards each other. The onlv reason each ... 
takes her is that each believes the other wan Gs her. 
becomes less welcome when she realizes gradually the 
She 
.for which she is being used and chooses to remain si.lent. 
Beale and Ida take lovers, Miss Overmore {one of Maisie's 
governesses) and Sir Claude respectively, whom they wed. 
Maisie b~comes the unint~entional catalyst in bringing the 
stepparents together and they subsequently have an affair. 
Beale takes a mistress, the Countess, and Ida has a series of 
afrairs with several men. Mrs. Wix (Maisie's tZovcrness with ,._ : 
the longest tenure) tries to exert her "moral n in f'l1-1cr1c~e on 
Maisie so that the girl will not be contaminated b:t ::·~:e q_(it1l t 
behavior around her. Both Mrs. Wix, who falls in love. "'w1.th 
Sir Claude, and Maisie want to live with him, but he will 
not give up his lover, Mrs. Beale. At the end, Maisie 
chooses to go off with Mrs. Wix to live in London. 
There are two major points to be considered concerning 
structure: :first, the basic framev1ork of ··the novel; and 
second, the conclusions, if any, this frame-r~;or,1{ s11gp-es ts 
concerning the nature of Maisie's final appe.e.l to Sir (~1aude 
and her ultimate decision to go off with Mrs. 1../ix.. Re.:·a~cling , 
the first point there is little disagreement except in ~- ·n· e V 4-
sense mentioned above, namely that some critics object to 
1 
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what they consider the utter lack of subtlety in the too-
perfect symmetry of the plot line, while other critics find 
the symmetry acceptable as a tool James has used deliberately 
and erfectively to prepare the reader to accept Maisie's 
- decision as an organic outgrowth of her previous experiences. 
In the case or the second poi~t, however, critics disa~ree 
vehemently about the motivation of Maisie's appeal to Sir 
Claude. Some use the structural symmetry to support their 
contention that she, like those aro11nd her, is corrupted, 
and tha.t she suggests that they go away togethe;r because she 
has become so accustomed to similar sexually motivated 
pairings-arr that she is simply following suit. Others who 
believe in Maisie's innocence see her desire to live with Sir 
Claude as, once again, con:for111ing to the pattern of pe cple 
living in pairs, but they claim that she has been uno_'r . ..;r:1,,e of 
the '·sexual nature or these alliances, just as she is com:: le te-
ly unaware of any sexual desire of her own for Sir Claude, 
loving him only as a daughter. 
In regard to the symmetrical plot pattern in which the 
changeable pairing-o.ff of adul t·s is obvious to the reader, 
eventually to Maisie, she stands apart as an observer. As 
James writes, '' ••• the sharpened sense of specta.torship 
was the child's main support, the long habit, from the first, 
O·:f seeing herself in discussion and f'inding in the rur:,t of' 
it--she had had a glimpse of the game o~ rootball--a sort of 
compensation ror the doom of a peculiar passivity. It gave 
• 
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her of'ten an odd air of being present at her history 1n as 
separate a manner as if she could only get at experience by 
.flattening her nose against a pane of glas·s" (95-96). Only 
at the very end or the novel does she assume the role of one 
of' a pair. At this point the novel, so symmetrically 
designed, must be concluded. 
It is interesting that Jmnes does make one exception 
regarding Maisie as observer in the very briefl7-r si{e0c.hed 
relationship between her and her doll, Lisette, in which he 
presents in microcosm a reflection or Ida 1 s and Maisie's 
reJationship, with Maisie playing the role of Ida, and 
Lisette, that of the untutored child. This strangely 
neglected aspect of the novel is a tribute to James's keen 
insight into the workings of a child's mind, borne out by the 
fact that many yea.rs after Me.is ie was writ ten, it be cE1me a 
s tanda.rd technique for psychiatrists to watch unc'~_: s e :-)v,~· d a 
child at play with dolls representing members of the child's 
f'a.mily, in order to ascertain the child's otherwise h1d,-ien 
:feelinga. 
Evidence or the technique of the pairing-off of the 
adults would make a neat diagram. Ida and Beale, Maisie's 
natural parents, comprise the first pair. They divorce and 
f'orin successive pairs: Beale marries }lrs. Beale (nee ~~iss 
Overmore), and Ida marries Sir Claude. The ne ... .-+ ,/,._ LI Pair is ~ 
iormed with the alliance between Sir Claude and }1r~-=;. E,r:s.le, 
this time without benerit or marriage. Meanwhile Maisie 
... 
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observes Beale's relationship with the Countess, and her 
mother's spasmodic friendships with one man after another--
each considered by Maisie to be a pair, and each more short-
lived than the one before. At one point, Maisie inquires of 
~Mrs.Wix why they and Mrs. Beale and Sir Claucie sb_o~1J..,·:1n 1 t all 
live together by suggesting, '''Why shouldn't we 
Mrs. Wix replies, ''tFour improprieties, do you mean? Because 
~ · two o:f us happen to be decent people 11 '' { 214). Though the 
objection to this arrangement given by Mrs. Wix is based 
ostensibly on moral grounds, one cannot escape James 1 s 
insistence on the dual nature of rela tionshins. When at the # 0 ... 
end Maisie asks Sir Claude to give up Mrs. Beale and come 
to live with her, she is attempting to err1ula.te the "FB- ttern of 
pairing-arr. When he refuses, she "pairs off" -: .. lith 1·~1~s. 1fiix, 
a person whom heretofore she had described as "nobo,i:;" ( 2Lrl), 
meaning that Maisie had not considered her to be half of any 
pair. 
The rinal association between Mrs. Wix and Maisie 
represents the only exception to the male-female pairing in 
the novel. Since James leads the reader to understand that 
Maisie'$ moral sense and intelligence are far superior to 
Mrs. Wix's., one can assume either that Maisie felt a sense o~ 
responsibility towards her governess and went with her for 
that reason, or that the instinct to live with ancther person 
was so strong that she felt impelled to go--Mrs. Wix be~ng 
~he only per&on available to pair orr with. 
, 
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possibility open to her was to live with Mrs. Beale and Sir 
Claude, but this would have meant an unprecedented and 
unacceptable triangular arrangement. At the close of the 
novel, everyone is neatly settled with someone else, albeit, 
one ree~s, temporarily. 
In considering structure alone, it would be difficult to 
make any determination about Maisie I s corruption or inLoc ence 
except in the sense, as we have seen above, that MaisJ_n ;";U.St 
end up paired off with someone. But this does not so:ve the 
question of' the motivation behind her appeal to Sir Claude, 
her first choice of someone with whom to live, before her 
decision to goo~ with Mrs. Wix, a much less desirable 
arrangement from her point of view. In any case, in true 
Jamesian fashion, the author does not make any cf'solce open 
to Maisie a simple one. Had Sir Claude 
suggestion that they live together, one 
assume that Maisie, despite her delight at being with him, 
w,ould have tremendous guilt f'eelings at deserting Mrs. Wix, 
for whose welfare she has been continuously concerned and for 
whose care Maisie has been truly appreciative. As to the 
actual outcome of' the novel, one is aware of how much Maisie 
will miss not being with Sir Claude, even had James not 
included at the very end the pointed episode in which Maisie 
looks back to see if Sir Claude is standing on the balcony 
to wave goodbye, only to f'ind he is not. 
In a paragraph early in the novel., James describes 
~·· 
• 
·"· 
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_t 
Maisie in the process of trying to sort out the relationships 
aro1Jnd her in terms o.f what ''side" each person is on. The 
structure and shape of this beautifully written passage 
roreshadow the structure of the entire novel: 
If it had become now, for that matter, a question 
of sides, there was a.t least a certain arr.o·,:r:t of" 
evidence as to where they all were. Maisie 
course, in such a delicate position, was on 
nobody's; but Sir Claude had all the air or being 
on hers. Ir, therefore, Mrs. Wix was on Sir 
Claude 1 s, her ladyship on Mr. Perrie.m' s and Mr. 
Perriam presumably on her ladyship's, this left 
only Mrs. Beale and Mr. Farange to account for. 
Mrs. Bea.le clearly was, like Sir Clau. de, on 
-Maisie's, and papa, it was to be supposed, on 
Mrs. Beale's. Here indeed was a slight ambi~uity, 
as papa's being on Mrs. Beale's didn't son1er-:o"w 
seem to place him quite on his daughter 1 s. It 
sounded, as this young lady thought it over, very 
much like puss-in-the-corner, and she could only 
wonder if the distribution of parties would lead 
to a rushing to and fro and a changing of places. 
She was in the presence, she felt, of restless 
change: wasn 1 t it restless enough that he~ mother 
and her stepfather should already be on di!'f'erent 
sides? That was the great thing that had 
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domestically happened. (87) 
As has been illustrated, James seems insistent on 
presenting the plot sequence of' the novel in very concrete, 
sometimes arithmetical term~, At the end, when Sir Claude 
asks Maisie whether she will come to live with r1im and Mrs. 
Beale, but without Mrs. Wix, Maisie asks f'or time in wh1.ch 
30 
to weigh the matter. Maisie thinks to herself' that "her 
choice, as her f'riend [Sir Claude] had called it, was there 
bef'ore her like an impossible sum on a slate, a sum that in 
spite of her plea f'or consideration she ai~ly got of'f' f'rom 
doing while she walked about with him. She must see Mrs. Wix 
bef'oreshe could do her sum ••• "(264). To describe this 
most significant moral and emotional declsion by means of 
such a tangible image illustrates the skill with which Jamea 
has employed imagery to underscore. the structure of the 
• 
novel. 
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IV 
Imagery 
To discuss images and symbols in James is to discuss 
the essence of his writing, particularly in regard to his 
later works. His perception of the inner nature of human 
beings and of their interrelationships was so keen that he 
could never be satisfied with a flat, straight~cr~iard 
recounting of facts. Thus imagery was the natural means 
by which he could express exactly what·he felt, giving to 
his empathic characters a lyrical quality in the broadest • 
sense and an incisive sharpness to his unsympathetic ones. 
Maisie contains certain recurring images, and scholars 
have noted the comparison between l1aisie 1 s life and "a long, 
·long corridor with rows of closecl doers" at which she nhad 
learned that at these doors it was wise not to 1rr.ock ••• " 
(41), and James' s reference to the fact that '1 her little 
world wa.s phantasmagoric--strange shadows dancing or1 a sheet 
• • • as if the whole performance had been given .for . ner--a. 
mite of a half-scared in.fant in a great dim theatre'' (23), 
both roreshadowing images. On several occasions, James 
presents Maisie in a situation in which, as he writes, it is 
as though she were flattening her nose against a pane of 
glass in order to "see'' or understand what was going on 
inside. Another recurrent and impcrtant image is that o-r 
Mrs. Wix's glasses being referred to as her '1straighteners," 
31 
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implying, or course, a moral as well as a visual correction. 
Yet, generally speaking, there a.re fewer images than in most 
or his other later works. Perhaps James felt that the 
unusually symmetrical plot obviated the necessity of using 
more. 
However, the image or the golden Virgin in the novel, as 
mentioned in an earlier chapter, has particular bearing orl 
the subject of Maisie's character. It is necessary, therle-
f'or~, that the contexts in which it appears be examined 
care.rully. 
The image itselr is referred to some seven times 
throughout the entire work, with its initial mention occur-
:ti.~ approximately a third o:f the way through the novel. At 
this point Maisie 1 s. role as innocent child living among 
corrupt adults has been established. She and Sir Cla11de 
have ta.ken shelter .from the rain in the National Galle r,r and V 
are sitting in a room in which paintings or religious sub-
jects are exhibited. James writes that ''Maisie sat beside 
him [Sir Claude] staring rather sightlessly at a roomful of 
pictures which he had mystified her much by speaking or with 
a bored sigh as a 'silly superstition.' They represented, 
with patches of gold and cataracts of purple, 
· s.aints and angular angels, with ugly Madonnas 
••1 t•nr. "!rl l ·t r1 S l ! T . 
.,, ~ . an ,1 u r~ _ .L e r 
babies, strange prayers and prostrations; so that s i-ie a. t 
rirst took his words for a protest against devotional 
idolatry--all the more that he had of late orten come with 
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• her and with Mrs. Wix to morning church, a place of worship 
of Mrs. Wix 1 s own choosing, where there was nothing of that 
S t • • ,, ( 99). ·or, •• This passage appears to represent an 
erfort on the author's part to begin to draw Maisie's and Sir 
Claude's worlds together. Maisie stares at the pictures 
''rather sightlessly,'' because of Sir Claude's bored reference 
to them as a ''silly superstition.'' The re~resentations of .... 
the familiar religious subjects are unorthodox, j11st as 
Maisie 1 s world is. She is mystified by the st~rle of presents-... 
t16n,. ~ just as she is mystiried by her imposed life-s t:-rl·3. 
At the same time, it is made clear that Sir Claude has 
acc·ompanied her and Mrs. Wix to a conventional place of 
worship or Mrs. Wix's choosing. He tries in this way, as 
in many others, to become an orthodox father-figure for 
Maisie. The mention of' ''stif'f saints'1 and 11 angular angels," 
"ugly Madonnas and uglier babies'' f'oreshado1,1s a world in 
w·hich ''saints" ( a possible reference to !-1aisie' s and ... ~ , •. Yl s • -J.. • 
Wix 1 s esteem or Sir Claude) are highly 1U1comfortable ln the 
roles in~ which they are cast, and the relationship bet;.:een 
mothers and children, ugly. One can conjecture as to the 
significance or the connection between the phrase "strange 
prostrations'' and adulterous relationships. This interpreta-
tion can be borne out by the passage that rollows, in which 
Sir Claude tells Maisie he has an arrangement with her 
mother {his wire) that each allows the other to do what he or 
she wishes without interference. Maisie asks what that 
( 
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means, and Sir Claude refuses to tell her, making a joke out 
or it. Obviously Maisie does not understand the implications 
of this arrangement. But James writes that "she gazed at a 
gaunt Madonna [italics mine] ; after which she broke into a 
slow smile. 1 Well, I don't care, so long as you let her'" {100). 
The other rererences to the image of the Virgin occur 
within the last third or the novel--a point at which the 
~ocus sharpens on the question of Maisie's character. 
Maisie and Mrs. Wix are waiting in Bo,ulogQe for the return of 
Sir Claude, who has gone back to England to see the newly 
"freed'' Mrs. Beale. Maisie is engaged in introducing Mrs • 
. Wix to the sights ofBoulogne that she had already seen with 
Sir Cla. ude. Maisie is aware or Mrs. Wix' s intr:;llect1,J.al and 
imaginative limitations and rinds in this, 
a satisfaction 11 that only added one more to the va:1ic'.t:r of 
kinds o.f insight that she felt it her own present mis:2:-_n to 
show'' (211). Here, as throughout the novel, James uses cne 
of hia favorite plot devices in which he reverses the roles 
or student and teacher. Maisie becomes Mrs. Wix's guide as 
''they sat together on the old grey bastion; they looked down 
on the little new town which seemed to them quite as old, and 
across at the great dome and the high gilt 'lir;zin of the 
church that, as they gathered, was ramous ancl tt1at 1)leased 
them by its unlikeness to any place in which the:T hacl 
worshippe~' (211). This is an interesting passage because 
' 
it occurs at a point in time in which Maisie and Mrs. Wix 
are awaiting the return of Sir Claude and, with it, the 
a decision concerning their future. They sit on a bastion, 
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a terin of'ten used figuratively to describe a strong defense 
I 
against an alien force. They look down upon a little new 
town which, as James interposes, ''seemed to them qu~~ tc; as 
old,n (italics mine) indioating that both guide -ana 
might be misguided, as they might be also about the Virgin 
that ''as they gathered [here James again introduces the 
elemer1t of do·ubt:ful authenticity] was famous. and that pleased 
them by its unlikeness to any place in which they had 
worshipped. 11 The introduction of the element of' pleasing 
. unfamiliarity seems to foreshadow a new life sit1.1ation for 
them, and the ract that this unfamiliarity pleases thAm 
seems to be reinforced a few sentences later when James 
·writes that ''they went back to the rampart [ again an all us ion 
to a defending or protecting element] on the second morning--
. the sp·ot on which they appeared to have come farthest in the 
journey that was to separate them from everything objection-
able in the past: • • • '' ( 212). But the foreshadowing of 
a future without Sir C]aude is unmistakably clear in James 1 s 
persistence in the use or such terms as bastions and ramp~rt~ 
and the element of doubt which he transmits to 
using such inconclusive phrases as appears to, seern:~:'~ ~.::.c:, as 
the;r gat,he~ed--all designed to make the reader uncierstB...L"'l.ci 
that both teacher and pupil are about to be disappointed. 
' , I 
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To underscore this point, James uses the following 
simile: ''Their intensified clutch of the future throbbed 
like a clock ticking seconds; but this was a timepiece that 
inevitably, as well, at the best, rang occasionally a \ 
pertentous hour. Oh there were several of these, and two or 
three of the worst on the old city-wall where ever:rt~1.ing 
else so made :ror peace'' (212 .. 213). One assumes ths_t the 
gilt Virgin that pleases them so much made for peace, but • 
the ominous undertone of this whole passage makes even the 
use or the image of the Virgin ambiguous. 
The next mention of the Virgin is equally unclear. 
Maisie becomes more and more aware that the longer Sir 
Claude stays away with Mrs. Beale, the more apt he is to be 
doing whatever it is that ''papa. called man1i--na and mamma called 
papa a low sneak f'or doing or not doingn ( 213). As tr1ese 
thoughts go through her mind, she watches the great ~rol,-"ien 
Madonna--a traditional f'igure o:f strength and innocence, yet 
one that James has already presented in an ambiguous light. 
Just before Mrs. Beale and Sir Claude put in their 
appearance at Boulogne, and when Mrs. Wix's and Maisie's 
apirits are at lowest ebb, they decide against the dis-
traction of plllllging into the sea ''with semi-nude bathers," 
and go instead up the hill, where ''they gazed once more at 
their gilded Virgin; they sank once more upon their battered 
bench; they relt once more their distance from the 
. Park'' ( 224). James appears to polarize the choice between 
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the semi-nude bathers and the Virgin as an analogue to tne 
polarization of their ''normal" lives in England involving 
Sir Claude and Mrs. Beale and the atmosphere on the old 
rampart. It is as though each visit to the latter place la 
a mute appeal f'or help and guidance and hope, an appeal 
"' 
which, as has already been discussed, is to be de~ied. While 
the two are viewing the Virgin for the last time toget~er, 
their affairs take a turn for the worse with the intro _-:t1·: t ion 
by Mrs. Wix of the element of Maisie's supposed jealousy of' 
Mrs. Beale, casting the girl into the role of rival for Sir 
Claude. This is totally a figment of Mrs. Wix's, as the 
narrator tells us, but the reader reels the damage to Maisie 
made by the suggestion has been done. Shortly afterwards, 
Mrs. Beale and Sir Claude arrive. 
In respect to a determination regarding Maisie's 
character, the last mention of the Virgin is the one that 
critics have argued over most. But once again J~mes ' nas 
re.fused to clarify the issue. As Sir Claude and Maisie walk 
together trying to settle the matter of her future, she tells 
him she will give up Mrs. Wix if he will give up Mrs. Beale. 
Maisie tells him that she will wait for him at the old 
rampart. '''The old rampart?' 
where you see the gold Virgin.' 
'I 1 11 sit on that old bench 
1 The gold Virgin?' he 
vaguely echoed. But it brought his eyes back to her as 1f 
after an instant he could see her sitting there alone" (269). 
As I have mentioned in Cha ter Two, Ward.S. Worden believes 
' --, -· _:;--.:: .. ~ 
--..,,.__,.,. ______ . _____ - -·- ----·~·· .. --~~~--_....__,,.._.....__...---.....-.,,_ 
that James has used the image here in an attempt to emphasize 
the unworldly quality o:f Maisie's purity and lmowledge, while 
Oscar Cargill reels that Maisie at this point is as mature aa 
Mrs. Beale and that James uses the image of the 'lirgin as 
evidence that Maisie is o.ffering Sir Claude her virg:tni ty. 
However, it is my opinion, as I have tried to illustrste 
above. that since all other allusions to this image have 
been so purposefully ambiguous, it is impossible to deter,alne 
what Maisie has become based simply on James' use of tbe 
gilded Virgin, here or elsewhere. 
The closest approximation concerning her character must 
be based on language alone, and even this evidence, as will 
be seen, is a study in ambiguities. 
· ..• 
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Point of View 
I~sofar as evidence proving one theory or another about 
Maisie's character is concerned, I have tried to demonstrate 
that in considering the structure and imagery of the novel. 
the reader has been able to come up with little that is 
convincing. What is lert to consider is an exfu~ination of 
James 1 s point of view, in regard not only to Maisie's 
consciousness but also to the presence of a narrator whose 
comments provide an additional dimension. 
Since James chooses Maisie's consciousness as the 
vantage point from which to unfold the plot, and since this 
consciousness belongs to a child living in an exclusively 
adult w·orld, it is plain that the author b.as set up a 
conf'lict with which the reader must come to terms. This 
in itselr is the most important, as well as most perp:c:.):ing. 
aspect of the novel. James sustains the suspense concerning 
what Maisie knew up to the very end or the narrative by 
telling the story rrom Maisie's consciousness while, as 
mentioned previously, depending on the reader's greater 
sophistication and experience to evaluate more realistically 
than she the complex nature of certain situations. 
For example, the reader understands from the outset that 
Maisi.e regards the ever-changing parental f'igures in her 
life, and her role in relation to them- as acceptable, since 
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., James has introduced into the story no friends or even 
acquaintances or her own age with whose home lire she can 
compare her own. The only basis she has .for expecting any 
permanency in her li.fe is a negative one--that is, she hears 
one parent angrily accusing the other or abandoning her. 
Thus she understands that abandonment of a child is not the 
norm in parent-child relationships. However s~e learns this 
in theory only, not through practical experienc~e. 
this, the instinct or belonging to and being loyal to 
parents is exhibited in Maisie, as illustrated at one uclnt .. 
in her sincere desire, despite Ida's repeated rejecticn of 
her, that the Captain love her mother and''·, do 1 t always'" (131). This same instinct accounts also for her sustained 
concern for Mrs. Wix, a mother figure, and, despite some 
critical conmients to the'contrary, it accounts in some part 
-~ ror her desire to be with Sir Claude. 
In addition to the challenge the reader faces in trying 
to strike a balance between Maisie's consciousness 
own more mature vision, James complicates the situation 
further by injecting remarks by a narrator (sometirnes 
rererred to by critics as the friend of the reader) that 
.. 
serve to add still another dimension to a given circumstance. 
In many instances, then, the reader must contend with three 
evaluations of a specific situation: Maisle 1 s, the 
narrator's, and his own. The question is, which is tne 
most reliable, and what evidence must be taken into 
:!I 
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consideration, and from what source, in order to arrive at 
the answer? Or is a reliable answer possible? Or even 
desirable? 
One must keep in mind that the comments of' the narrator 
do not necessarily come f'rom the author, but rather, in a 
sense, f'rom another character who, standing 
B +- +- n'·  e re. R r1 pr I s 
-" V V ·~ ... ·--. ..4,. -. ___ .,, 
shoulder, gives him occasionally a f'riendly directicr.al 
nudge. One might ask, why is he there at all? Either he is 
a device used by James to keep the reader on the straight 
interpretational path, or, as Adele Brebner writes, he helps 
James to achieve his most cherished aim--to make the question 
of what Maisie knew unanswerable. 
It is equally important, therefore, to ex8..Jlline the 
narrator• s co1mnents as well as Maisie I s, in order to attempt 
-, an interpretation of her character as it finally 
evo1.ves, end 
this is the plan to be followed in this chapter. But one 
brief' comment regarding sources should first be made. It 
appears that about as far as one can go in answering that 
which James has deliberately, I believe, made unanswerable, 
is to reduce the matter to an equation: Maisie 1 s conscious-
ness, modified by the narrator's comments where available, 
must result in the reader 1 s interpretation. This means, or 
course, that in conformity with existing critical criteria, 
interpretational passages in James's Preface and other such 
data (f'or example, that which appears in the Notebooks) must 
be excluded in considering the point at hand. 
. 
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Jam.es begins in a manner highly unorthodox in a novel by 
presenting five pages of expository material before the 
beginning or Chapter One. The manner in which this exposi-
tion is presented seems to belong more to the dramatic genre, 
wherein it is customary to provide the audience with back-
grornd information, usually through conversation between 
secondary characters, berore the major characters ever 
appear on stage. 
The secondary character in this instance is tne 
narrator, who, with total omniscience, prov·ides the reader 
w·i th his version of' what has happened prior to the events o-£ 
Chapter One. Not only does he inform the reader or the 
outcome of the divorce proceedings- -the a1..rarciing of Maisie 
to each parent alternately for six months of the ye~r--but 
also he givea a. description and quite a subjective eval t12.·~;ion 
ef Ida and Beale. In explaining the court's action in :·'ir:::,t 
awarding Mais,ie to Beale exclusively, the narrator says: 
''The f'ather, who, ~though bespattered from head to foot, had 
made good his case, was, in pursuance of this triumph, 
appointed to keep her [Maisie] : it was not so much that the 
mother's character had been more absolutely dams.fed as that 
tb.e brilliancy of' a lady's complexion ( and this lad:r' s, in 
court, was immensely remarked) might be more re,t2:ard.r::·i as 
showing the spots'' (15). The reader has already bep.:,~ to be 
indoctrinated with the narrator's distaste f'or the Farar1;-,3s, 
although he has hot been enlightened as to the nature of 
1 
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what <faused Beale (figuratively speaking, of course) to be 
''be spattered from head to foot,'' nor what Ida 1 s '' i11u11ens e ly 
remarked complexion'' is supposed to reveal about her charac-
ter. Nevertheless, the reader's attitude toward the pair has 
. already begun to be formed. 
The reader next learns that Beale has squandered his 
wife's money and that this turn of events makes I,J,q less 
angry because his inability to pay her bacl{ n compel~· ~. rl '·· 'r ( •• i • • • 
Farange perceptibly to lower his crest'1 (15). Because of 
. his inability to return her money, he makes the compromise of 
letting Ida have Maisie for half of each year. The narrator 
makes clear that all these arrangements are made very public 
in a manner less than discreet. He then proceeds to compare 
the disposition o:r Maisie to the judgment of Solomon: '1She 
was divided in two and the portions tossed impartially to the 
disputants. 
• • • This was odd justice in the eyes of ' , tnose 
who still blinked in the fierce light projected from tr1e 
jJ tribunal--a light in whicn neither parent figured in the 
least as a happy example to youth and innocence'' ( 18). Here, 
in even stronger terms, the narrator pronounces his judgment 
upon the parents. When a distant relative of Ida's offers to 
take Maisie--''the bone or contention,'' as the narrator 
describes her--Ida refUses on the grounds that the only way 
she can get back at Beale is by continuous abuse of him in 
front of the little girl. As the narrator blatan·~ly says, 
"They had wanted her not for any good they could do her, but 
for the harm they could, with her unconscious aid, do each 
other'1 (l9). 
The narrator ends the introductory pages with physical 
descriptions or Ida and Beale, the physical attributes 
having, in his opinion, their roots in character. He finds, 
f'or example, as a flaw in Ida I s beauty, '1 a length , r r ...... ,.,.-1' ' : (.---.. .... ...:;, ..... 
o.f ar1n conducive perhaps to her having so often beal~,8r1 
ex-husband at billiards, a game in which she showed a 
reach 
' r.:. er 
superiority largely accountable, as she maintained, for the 
resentment rinding expression in his physical violence. 
• • • Notwithstanding some very long lines everything about her 
that might have been large and that in many women profited 
by the licence was, with a single exceptic)n, admired and 
cited for its smallness. The exception was her eyes, which 
might have been of mere regulation size, but which over-
t d th d t f t • '' ( 20) • s eppe · e mo es yo na ure; •• 
spends less time on his description of' Beale, al tho1-:[rr1 he 
manages to convey Beale I s hypocritical character in jt1s t a 
rew lines: "Beale Farange had natural decorations, a kind 
of costume in his vast rair beard, burnished like a gold 
breast-plate, and in the eternal glitter or the teeth that \ 
his long moustache had been trained not to hide and that 
gave him i~ every possible situation, the look of the joy 
of life'' (21). 
Not once in these preratory pages is Maisie's conscious-
ness at issue. It is the narrator alone who provides the 
J 
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! reader with a set or attitudes, an already-established 
viewpoint about Ida and Beale, which proves to be valid. 
But what or his evaluation of Maisie? He calls her "the 
bone of contention,'' which she is during the ciivorce trial. 
So far, no-one can take issue with the narr.at.c·r 1 s evaluation 
of her sensitive situation. When the lady 1.-1t1c o!'f'er's to 
take her calls her a ''poor little monkey,'' the n o 'r>T' r_, ~ or c~..... .... ,:__ l,/ _ 
confirms this evaluation of Maisie's position by anding that 
these words were "an epitaph for the tomb of ?-1ais ie ts 
childhood'' (19). At this point, the reader must begin to 
question the narrator 1 s judgment, especially when he predicts 
Maisie's :future. He says, ''rrhere were persons horri:fied to 
think what those in charge of [her little unspotted soul] 
would combine to try to make or it: no one could con8eive 
in advance that they would be able to make notb .. inv ill" ( J_9). 
This passage can be read in two ways: first, that no (YT'! e 
,._.. .... .. 
- ' 
with the exception of the narrator who could, could know in 
advance that she would remain innocent; and second, that no 
one, not even the narrator, could predict the future. Thus 
the equivo.cal nature of the narrator's role has begun to 
manif'es.t itself'. 
That ambiguity is to be the keynote from Chapter One on 
is made clear on the very first page,:in which ~he narra~or 
tells the reader that ''it was to be the fate of this D[L ~= :Lent . 
little girl to see much more than she at first unders tc;c,J, 
but also even at rirst to understand much more than any 
. ··~ 
----------~~~· 
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\ 
little girl, however patient, had perhaps ever understood 
before" (23). The tense structure, the correlatives, the 
repetition of the phrase "at f'irst, 11 as well as the 
qualifying "perhaps," leave the reader with little idea 
I 
of what to expect--deliberately so, as shall be borne out 
in subsequent examples. 
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At the beginning, the narrator foreshadows his ambiguous 
role by commenting that "nothing could have been more to:icn-
ing at f'irst than her failure to suspect the ordeal that 
awaited her little unspotted soul'' (19). The Phrase "at first" A, 
is enigmatic--is the reader to f'ind her situation less touch-
ing later on when he learns that, during the most critical 
scene in the novel in which Maisie forces Sir Claude to 
choose between herself' and Mrs. Beale, the reader is told 
that "what helped the child was that she knew what she 
wanted. All her learning and learning had made her at last 
1 th t • '' ( 275) "· earn , a ; • • The connotation or the latter 
passage is that she has acquired some rather worldly wisdom, 
but just what it is that she wanted is a subject neatly 
avoided by the narrator. 
When Maisie accompanies Mrs. Beale to the Exhibition and 
the two discover Beale there with his new friend, the 
Countess, the narrator explains that "Maisie could or::ly have 
a sense or something that in a mature mind would be cH2 >:d 
the way history repeats itself'" ( 142). The narrator's 
evaluation of' Maisie's mind as being less than mature is 
-------! r ,,..,_........,... ________ ,_,_,... _
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apparent; yet eight pages later, in the scene in which Beale 
renounces his daughter, the narrator, with characteristic (, 
equivocation, states that "what there was no effective record 
of indeed was the small strange pathos on the child's part of 
an innocence so saturated with knowledge [italics mine] and 
so directed to diplomacy 0 (150). In aclclition, the narrator 
interprets f' 
tt 
the composure with which her face was preser1ted 
as, in his opinion, the reflection of "the long roaci s11e i1ad 
travelled" (156). 
At the point in the novel in which Maisie is about to 
set out to Folkestone with Sir Claude in preparation for a 
trip to France, the narrator comments that ''Maisie had known 
all along a great deal, but never so much as she was to know 
.from this moment on •••• It was granted her at this time 
to arrive at divinations so ample tnat I shall have no room 
for the goal if I attempt to trace the stapes; • • ." (16lJ.). 
The reader obviously is being jollied along by the narrator, 
who is in a playrul mood. But in case the reader overl c(_ k 
the playfulness, the narrator becomes even less subtle when, 
in a discussion Maisie has with Sir Claude in Boulogne in 
which sb.e reiterates her art-repeated comment, 11 ' I know, t" 
the f'riend o:r th.e reader interpolates, ''What she knew, what 
~· she could know is by this time no secret to us: • • • " ( 188). 
Surely at this point it must be clear that the reader is 
never intended to know anything definite, since the difference 
between what Maisie could know and what she does know is 
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never stated in the novel. 
In a rinal, equally successf'ul effort at obfuscation, 
the narrator ''explains" Maisie's situation to the reader 1n 
the .following manner: ''What it comes to perhaps [another 
equivocation] for ourselves is that, disinherited and denuded 
as we have seen her, there still linger)e ~ in ~er life an echo 
of parental influence--she was still reminiscent of one of 
the sacred lessons of home. It was the only one she re~ained 
[is the reader being thrown a clue to her character?], but 
luckily she retained it with rorce. She enjoyed in a word 
an ineffaceable view of the fact that there were things 
[unnamed, of' course] pappa called mamma and mamma called 
pappa. a low sneak .for doing or for not doing'' ( 213). The 
The reader can guess to what the narrator refers, but can 
-Maisie? Alas, one will never know. 
It is obvious that the reader is to get little help 
from the narrator in arriving at a definite conclusion 
~ concerning Maisie's character, and that the "friend of the 
reader'' is, unrortunately, less than a friend. Furtherrnore, 
-an examination of Maisie's own phraseology leads up the same 
blind alley. The reader must take into account certain 
symbolic plot devices as we shall see presently, such as the 
games provided to Maisie by Sir Claude that she never found 
out how to play (although neither did }1rs. VJix), and the 
French that Sir Claude spoke so brilliantl~f an1J t:-ia. t we.a ao 
· much admired by Maisie, though she didn't understand what h.e 
""-ft 
was saying. These elements do seem to prod the reader 
towards an acceptance of Maisie's innocent character. But 
there is much else that would make the reader uncertain. 
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A great deal is made, of course, of the word love and 
the phrases being in love and makin5 love. At the beginning 
of the novel, Mrs. Wix inf'or1,1s 1-1aisie that Ida "\4:as 
a.tely in love'' ( 67), and shortly therea.fter, lilais ie 
-t DaSS-i.On-
narrator describes as being ''pro.found''), asks Mrs. Wi::.:., n t And 
you, my dear, are you in love with him [Sir Claude] too 1 "(71)? 
When Mrs. Wix avows that she has "•never ••• been so far 
gone,''' and asks Maisie, '' clearly intending a joke," 1f she 
loves ·him too, Maisie answers '''Why, rather'" (72)1 This 
kind of brinksmanship on Mrs. Wix 1 s part produces an effect 
on the reader or wanting to shake the governess for her 
stupidity in discussing such matters with a youn,g c~li.ld, 
because, continued discuss ions on this subject, of" which there 
are many, must eventually lead to more explicitness. 
By the middle or the novel, when Maisie and Sir Claude 
are in Folkestone, the reader is given the following inror-
mation: "She had ever or course in her mind fewer names than 
conceptions, but it was only with this dra\·Jback that she now 
made out her companion~ [Sir Claude 1 s] absences to have had \ fer their gro1Jnd that he was the lover of her 
that the lover of her stepmotner could scarce 
pretend to a superior right to look after her. 
st. e 0r~~c\! t ~ .. :e -~ 
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r~ais ie had 
by this time embraced the implication o.f a kind of natural 
-· 
so 
divergence between lovers and little girls" (165). She has 
discovered a difference between the two, but "a kind of 
natural divergence'' hardly describes an adult concept of the 
dif'f'erence. 
At the end or the novel, Maisie and Mrs. Wix wait in 
Boulogne for the arrival or Sir Claude, and are first joined 
by Mrs. Beale. As the three dine together, Maisie 1 s thoughts 
turn to a familiar phrase orten used by Mrs. Beale "to 
express the idea of one's getting what one wanted: one got 
i t--·Mrs. Beale always said she at all events always got it . 
or proposed to get it--by 'making love.• She was at present 
making love, singular as it appeared, to Mrs. Wix. and her 
young friend's mind had never moved in such freedom as on 
thus finding itself face to face with the question of what 
she wanted to get'' ( 235). The double enter1dre t1.ere, if not 
obvious enough, is made even more pointed by the inse:-,t:_,c,r .. or 
the c_omment, "singular as it appeared,'' which can con1e :~~om 
no-one but the narrator. That Maisie obviously does not 
understand what ''making love'' means is underscored when later 
on she says to Mrs. Wix, '' 1 Why, she [Mrs. Beale] has been 
making love to you. Has she won you over?'" (240), and, once 
again, when she explains to Sir Claude what has taken place 
in his absence between Mrs. Wix and rJirs. Be ale. She says or 
the latter, '' 1 She made love to her''' (25.5). 
Not missing another opportunity to emphasize the 
di:fferences in verbal concepts between Maisie and the reader. 
.. 
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James writes that Maisie hears a song sung in French about 
''am.our.'' James writes that ''Maisie knew what 'amour' meant 
too, and wondered if Mrs. Wix did: ••• " (223). Is the 
reader to assume that Maisie lmew what the translation of 
the word meant and wondered if Mrs. Wix also knew the English 
equivalent? Or is he to assume that 1:t1aisie 1mo"~-1s, or think 
she knows, what romantic love is all about? 
Several other terms used by James are completely 
ambiguous when considered in the light of Maisie 1 s conscious-
ness and that or the reader. For example, the word af~airs 
is assumed by Maisie to rerer to Sir Claude's business 
matters. Knowing Sir Claude's natural inclinations toward 
the opposite sex, the reader regards the ter1n in quite 
another light. The same can be said of the phrase to be 
compromised. I~ each case, the reader has reason to think 
in ter1ns -or the sexual connotation, whereas he has no evi-
dence to believe that Maisie does. 
In addition to the title, perhaps the most important and 
confusing semantic element concerns the often-recurring 
concept of the moral sense. The whole novel is based on 
dirferences in morality--what appears acceptable and what 
does not; what is acceptable and what is not. Each major 
character has a dirferent concept of what having a moral 
sense means. However the major conflict centers a.round what 
H-yn.es has called Mrs. Wix 1 s ''fundamentalist viev1'1 of it, and 
Maisie 1 s--that is, of course, if she has one at all. And 
f 
' 
thus the reader comes full circle, back to the unanswerable 
question. 
~· 
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VI 
Conclusion 
The object of this study has been to examine the pos-
sibility or arriving at a reliable evaluation of Maisie's 
character as it has developed by the end of \fuat t"1ais1e Knew 
through an analysis o:f the three technical aspects of' the 
novel most germane to the problem--structure, imager:r, and 
point of view • In regard to the latter element, it has 
necessary to consider not only material emanating from 
Maisie's consciousness--the vantage point from which James 
writes the novel--but also the comments of the narrator, 
bJginning with the prefatory pages (in which, with total 
omniscience, he relates what has happened r)e f'ore the 
beginning o.f Chapter One) and continuing -..~1i tt1. his conn11ents 
interpolated throughout the entire novel. 
After carefu.l consideration o:f the elements mentioned 
above, my conclusion is that it is impossible for t-rie • .,.-,P.R rier V " J.. ..._ '-' . _.., o..l. 
unequivocably to state that Maisie has either remained 
innocent or become corrupt. Further, it seems clear that 
James has doomed the reader to uncertainty through ambiguity 
o:r plot, in which the child, Maisie, moves in a totally adult 
world; the ambiguity or language, in which Maisie's concept 
of words used by adults is bounded by her lac1': o:f experience; 
and the ambiguity o:r con:rlicting concepts among Maisie, th.e 
narrator, and the reader. 
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To claim that she has not been at all arrected by what • 
she has seen and heard in the seven years of her life spanned 
by the novel would be completely unrealistic and the resl1lt 
of careless reading. By the same token, to say that she has 
become corrupt (and, taking a leaf from James's book, there 
can be as many definitions of that word as there a.re persona 
asked to define it) is equally incredible. As \4/nsiolek so 
aptly puts it, Maisie simply is "not finished." 
Acco:vding to James, ''The power to guess the unseen from 
the seen, to trace the implication of things, to judge 
whole piece by the pattern, the condition of feeling life in 
general so completely that you are well on your way to know-
ing any particular corner of it--this cluster of gifts may 
almost be said to constitute experience. nl I submit • • • 
that Maisie, at the age or thirteen, has not yet attained 
this high estate. 
• , . 
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